Sharing the pivotal lessons and moments

that can help you navigate your career
Episode 5 Highlights with guest

Jessica Dowdall
Data Operations Manager @ Dyson
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“ Being authentic
is your unique
selling point
(USP) ”

- Ms. Jessica Dowdall, 2020
Finding True North Episode 5

Profile | Jessica currently works at Dyson as their Data Operations Manager. Jessica studied a Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Social
Science at University, yet it was when she worked for Apple during her studies where she realised her real passion for technology
innovation. After graduating University, Jessica went on an around-the-world trip before she moved to London to start
her technology career without a Computer Science degree. With lots of resilience, new skills, and support from technology networks,
she successfully landed jobs in Cybersecurity, SAP, Emerging Technologies, and Cloud. Jessica’s Global Innovation role at Capgemini was
based in Wales, yet gave her opportunities to work and travel to India, Spain, France, and more. Jessica has since navigated herself to
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undertake a new challenge - working on Global Data Services at Dyson.

JESSICA’S VISION

“

To empower people from all around the
world to be more than they thought they
could be.

”
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KEY VALUES JESSICA USES TO NAVIGATE HER CAREER

01
LOYALTY

02

COLLABORATION

03

GROWTH

04

FUN

Surround yourself with

“Talent wins games, but

If you’re not challenging

Create an environment that

loyal, honest and

teamwork and intelligence win

yourself, you’re never

you enjoy & enables you to be

trustworthy people.

championships.“ – Michael Jordan

going to grow!

the best, authentic you.
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

“

We are here to enrich lives. To help dreamers become doers, to help passion expand
human potential, to do the best work of our lives. We believe our soul is our people.

People who recognize themselves in each other. People who shine a spotlight only to
stand outside it. People who work to leave this world better than they found it.

- Apple Credo

”

Jessica’s time working for Apple during her University studies exposed her to the company’s ethos and ways of working.
She has applied their corporate attitude to develop her career since.
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JESSICA’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT & INSPIRATION

BOOK: ‘THE INFINITE GAME’ BY SIMON SINEK

SPEECH: ‘THE POWER OF HUMAN ENERGY’ BY ANGELA AHRENDTS, TEDX HOLLYWOOD

PODCAST: THE SQUIGGLY CAREERS PODCAST
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3 TAKEAWAYS

1

BE AUTHENTIC, BE YOU, BE KIND

2

PUT YOURSELF OUT THERE AND NETWORK, NETWORK, NETWORK

3

SET AMBITIOUS FUTURE GOALS, BUT REMEMBER TO BE AWESOME AT YOUR CURRENT JOB TODAY
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Q&A
Jessica asked…

Jessica was additionally asked…
Question: What has been your biggest career challenge to overcome?
Jessica’s answer: One of the biggest challenges I’ve had to overcome is having the

confidence to put myself out there; have a voice and the tenacity to completely change
career direction in the midst of a global pandemic. I went from the ‘blue sky’ design
thinking and emerging technologies world at Capgemini, to ‘How do you run a business?’

and managing global data services operations at Dyson… in the midst of a crisis when
everyone is working virtually. Not an easy task but asking questions, being curious and
throwing yourself into things is one of the most frightening but enriching challenges I have

ever had!
Question: What has been you and biggest career highlight so far?

Jessica’s answer: There have been many career highlights over the years. I think some of
these include networking my way into some incredible companies, enriching lives through
technology innovation at Apple, travelling around the world, building a global innovation

team, then surprisingly joining Dyson in the midst of a global pandemic, and making a
positive impact to the team globally!

Want more Q&A? Watch Jessica’s Finding True North episode here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Jessica Dowdall
for being a guest on Finding True North!
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Tech Allies Network

@techalliesntw
www.techalliesnetwork.org
www.podfollow.com/techiecpd
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